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Nolathane Part No’s. 49112, 49113
Universal Shock Absorber Stone Shield
& Hi-lift Jack Handle Holder.

Nolathane 49112 Shock Absorber Stone Shield
Manufactured from Nolathane, these shock shields protect your shock absorbers and
their mountings from damage, shot peening, pitting, and sand blasting from the rocks and
sand thrown up by the vehicles tyres. Designed primarily for 4WD vehicles travelling on
dirt roads, outback tracks and sand dunes, but can be easily fitted to any vehicle or shock
absorber that requires protection. These universal shock shields are attached to the lower
body of the shock absorber to cover and protect the body and the lower mounting point
from damage. They attach via supplied cable ties which fit through the reinforcing ribs
built into the robust design. Another feature is if the cable ties become damaged they can
simple be replaced and the shields refitted with new ties. Stainless steel CV boot clamps
can also be used in more extreme
conditions as an alternative to the cable
ties supplied. Ensure mounting of the
shields does not foul the operation of the
shock absorber or other parts of the
suspension. The kit comes with 2x
universal shock shields and 4x cable ties
and will fit most OE and after market shock
absorbers.

Nolathane’s 49112 Shock Absorber Shield sold in pairs
and easily fitted to any shock absorber

Nolathane 49113 Hi-lift Jack Handle Keeper
Say goodbye to annoying rattles, tie wire, duck tape and lost jack handles.
Designed specifically to fit Hi-lift style off road type jacks, Nolathane's new rugged
polyurethane Hi-Lift jack handle keeper simply slides over the jack handle and the
I-beam securing the jack handle to the jack itself, keeping
the handle in place when the jack is not in use, and makes
transporting your Hi-Lift jack much quieter and easier
while travelling down those bumpy outback roads. No
more rattling or lost jack handles! Nolathane's jack
handle isolators have a unique design allows the Handle
Keeper to be slipped on or off the jack without having to Nolathane’s 49113 designed to
remove the Top Clamp/Clevis and fit all Hi-Lift brand jacks. fit on top of the handle for ease
of install or removal
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